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Abstract Using gross averages of the azimuthal component of ﬂow in Saturn’s magnetosheath, we
ﬁnd that ﬂows in the prenoon sector reach a maximum value of roughly half that of the postnoon side.
Corotational magnetodisc plasma creates a much larger ﬂow shear with solar wind plasma prenoon
than postnoon. Maxwell stress tensor analysis shows that momentum can be transferred out of the
magnetosphere along tangential ﬁeld lines if a normal component to the boundary is present, i.e.,
ﬁeld lines which pierce the magnetopause. A Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable ﬂow gives rise to precisely this
situation, as intermittent reconnection allows the magnetic ﬁeld to thread the boundary. We interpret
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability acting along the magnetopause as a tangetial drag, facilitating two-way
transport of momentum through the boundary. We use reduced magnetosheath ﬂows in the dawn sector
as evidence of the importance of this interaction in Saturn’s magnetosphere.
1. Introduction
The interaction of the solar wind with Saturn’s rapidly rotating magnetodisc has been studied extensively
from the perspective of the physical processes occurring at the magnetopause boundary [McAndrews et al.,
2008; Lai et al., 2012; Delamere and Bagenal, 2013; Delamere et al., 2015a; Delamere, 2015; Masters et al., 2014;
Fuselier et al., 2014]. Emphasis has been placed on the inﬂuence of the solar wind on the magnetosphere. In this
paper we consider the converse; namely, how does the magnetodisc interact with the magnetosheath at the
solar wind-magnetosphere interface? Tangential drag at the magnetopause leads to the two-way transport of
momentum, suggesting that magnetosheath ﬂows in the prenoon sector could be signiﬁcantly modiﬁed by
sunward magnetospheric ﬂows. The physical processes leading to tangential drag (often considered viscous
like [Axford and Hines, 1961; Axford, 1964; Vasyliunas, 2015]) include, for example, the sheared-ﬂow-driven
Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability and/or kinetic Alfvén waves (KAW) generated at the magnetopause boundary [Johnson and Cheng, 1997; Wing et al., 2014]. In this paper we focus our discussion on the KH instability,
following the suggestion by Delamere and Bagenal [2010], as means to quantify tangential drag at the magnetopause boundary. Using plasma properties (moments) derived from the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS)
data between 2004 and 2011 [Young et al., 2004], we show that the ﬂow asymmetry is indeed present with
roughly a factor of 2 diﬀerence between prenoon and postnoon ﬂows.
Desroche et al. [2013] conducted MHD simulations of solar wind ﬂow past Saturn’s polar ﬂattened magnetosphere to understand the gross behavior of magnetosheath ﬂows. The ﬂattening is expected from the
latitudinal conﬁnement and radial expansion of magnetospheric plasma under the action of centrifugal
stresses. Even for small ﬂattening parameters, the equatorial tailward magnetosheath ﬂows are reduced from
those in the polar regions due to, essentially, dominant hydrodynamic ﬂows over the poles. The asymptotic
velocity found near the equatorial ﬂanks is roughly 0.5 vsw , while the polar value is roughly vsw , where the
subscript sw denotes a solar wind quantity. The interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) orientation near the magnetopause boundary is strongly inﬂuenced by the polar ﬂattening. For an initially small angle between y
and z IMF components (IMF clock angle) of +5∘ (−5∘ ), the ﬁeld rotates northward (southward) into the z
(−z) direction as it moves toward the ﬂanks, leading to favorable conditions for the KH instability, minimizing
magnetic tension in the sheared ﬂow direction [Chandrasekhar, 1961].
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The presence of KH waves at Saturn’s dayside magnetopause boundary has been addressed in the literature
[Masters et al., 2009, 2012; Delamere et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2012]. In addition, Ma et al. [2015] demonstrated a
local time asymmetry of KH waves using a two-dimensional MHD simulation with local time-dependent ﬂow
shears. Vortices forming in the prenoon and subsolar region were transported duskward by the corotating
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magnetospheric ﬂow, forming well-deﬁned and long-lived vortex structures. We postulate that this is the
reason duskside KH waves were more easily identiﬁed by Masters et al. [2012] and Delamere et al. [2011]. The
growth rate of the KH instability on the dawnside is very high, and the simulations showed rapid diﬀusion
into a boundary layer, making the identiﬁcation of KH vortices diﬃcult. Boundary normal analysis conﬁrmed
this model result with persistent boundary normal modulation by KH waves on the duskside.
It has been demonstrated that reconnection and Kelvin-Helmholtz modes interact [Fairﬁeld et al., 2000; Otto
and Fairﬁeld, 2000; Hasegawa et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2014a, 2014b]. A condition for momentum transport at the
magnetopause boundary is the presence of a normal magnetic ﬁeld component, producing magnetic shear
stresses. Intermittent reconnection associated with the KH instability can facilitate magnetic ﬁeld line threading of the magnetopause boundary. Delamere and Bagenal [2010] proposed the KH instability at the giant
magnetospheres, driving intermittent reconnection (versus large-scale reconnection), as a plausible source
of tangential drag at the magnetopause boundary. This process is analogous to the viscous-like interaction
described by Axford and Hines [1961]. In this paper, we present evidence supporting the importance of a tangential drag at the magnetopause boundary, showing that reduced dawnside magnetosheath ﬂows at Saturn
are consistent with Maxwell stresses generated at the magnetopause boundary.

2. Data Analysis
The numerically integrated moments from CAPS (http://www.caps.lanl.gov/moments.html) through 2011
were used to calculate average ﬂow properties in the magnetosheath [Thomsen and Delapp, 2005; Thomsen
et al., 2010]. Adequate instrument look direction is critical for determining valid moments. For simplicity we
deﬁned the magnetosheath ﬂow directions for the dawn and dusk sectors as −𝝓̂ and +𝝓̂ , respectively, where
𝝓̂ is the azimuthal direction. As suggested by Thomsen et al. [2010] we ﬁlter for points where the detector is
looking into the ﬂow, which means that in the prenoon magnetosheath we must be able to identify when
the anticorotation direction is in the ﬁeld of view (FOV). The CAPS moments data set available at the Planetary Data System (PDS), which is used for this study, has a ﬂag indicating when ﬂows in the +𝝓̂ direction
would be in the CAPS FOV. For measurements postnoon, we require that this ﬂag is set. Since the instrument
covers 2𝜋 steradian through actuation, we make the assumption that if it is not looking into the direction of
corotational ﬂow, then it is capturing anticorotational ﬂow, so for prenoon locations we use only measurements for which the corotation ﬂag is not set. A comparison of prenoon averages obtained using this viewing
ﬁlter and averages which ignore the look direction is shown in Figure 1. As expected, selecting the correct
instrument viewing always gives a set of larger values. In addition, using Saturn-centered instrument viewing [Wilson et al., 2008], we also selected cases where the ﬂow direction was fully within the instrument view
and found little diﬀerence in the average V𝜙 compared to cases where the ﬂow direction was at the edge
of the instrument view, suggesting that sampling half of the distribution is suﬃcient for determining ﬂow
speed. These lenient restrictions are vital for obtaining meaningful statistics as the instrument is often pointed
almost directly at the planet. This circumstance gives a dawnside data set which has a quarter of the data used
to calculate relevant averages on the duskside and thus has half of the statistical signiﬁcance quantiﬁed as
standard error of the mean. In addition, data points were only selected for cases within ±30∘ of latitude from
the equator, and only for cases that satisﬁed requirements for instrument actuation and spacecraft rolling
[Thomsen et al., 2010].
Our expectation for a tangential drag is that the magnetosheath ﬂows are aﬀected by magnetospheric ﬂows
only in close proximity to the magnetopause boundary due to momentum transfer along the mostly tangential IMF ﬁeld lines. Thus, we sorted our results based on time elapsed from a given boundary crossing (e.g.,
magnetopause and bow shock) as deﬁned by Delamere et al. [2013, 2015b]. The exact locations of the boundaries following a crossing are unknown; however, we note that the Cassini spacecraft traverses approximately
half of the width of the magnetosheath in 1000 min (e.g., 6 RS at 6 km s−1 [Sergis et al., 2013]), assuming a static
magnetospheric conﬁguration.
Using all magnetosheath values on both inbound and outbound trajectories with valid instrument viewing
which occur within 500 min of a magnetopause crossing, we calculated an average azimuthal ﬂow velocity
(V𝜙 ) as a function of local time. Figure 2 shows the local time variation in V𝜙 for bins with a resolution of 30 min,
which shows considerable asymmetry (in magnitude and variability) relative to the subsolar point at 12 LT.
We are careful to interpret the dawnward shift of the stagnation point from local noon, which is also a feature
found by Pilkington et al. [2015], since the choice of viewing at local noon is ambiguous and we have chosen to
BURKHOLDER ET AL.
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Figure 1. Comparison of dawnside V𝜙 averages in local time obtained by selecting “noncorotating” instrument viewing
(blue) versus the same calculation where the look direction is not considered (red). The average percentage diﬀerence
across all bins is calculated as 10%.

ﬁlter for positively directed azimuthal ﬂow in this region. The blue-shaded bars give an average of the prenoon
or postnoon values, excluding those at [11:30, 12:00] and [12:00, 12:30] in lieu of ambiguous viewing. For the
remainder of this paper we will use an estimate of 125 km s−1 for the dawnside and 200 km s−1 for the duskside
as representative values for the average V𝜙 .
Figure 3 (left column) shows the dependence on spacecraft time from the magnetopause boundary crossing
of the average ﬂows in the local time sectors 7:00–11:00 and 13:00–17:00. It is clear that the dawnside ﬂow
speed (red) is lower than the duskside (blue) by ∼75-100 km s−1 , and this deﬁcit gradually lessens as Cassini’s
presumed distance to the magnetopause boundary increases. A calculation of distance from the boundary
cannot be made with the spacecraft time and its velocity since the magnetopause may be moving in response
to solar wind conditions at a rate which we cannot determine. However, the time elapsed from the boundary
over which the deﬁcit exists suggests that a signiﬁcant fraction of magnetosheath ﬂows are reduced from the
expected asymptotic value of 200 km s−1 [Desroche et al., 2013]. The spread of values indicated by the percentile bars is clearly larger on the dawnside, which may not be strictly due to asymmetric local time sampling
of the spacecraft, but has physical signiﬁcance in terms of variability in ﬂow conditions. Additionally, Figure 3
(right column) shows the time elapsed from bow shock crossings into the magnetosheath where time now

Figure 2. Saturn’s average V𝜙 magnetosheath ﬂows in 30 min local time bins. The blue bars show the dawn versus dusk
average, excluding 11:30 to 12:30, while the box plot (black) gives the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the points
included in this average. The blue dashed line is the mirror of the dusk velocities across the y axis, while the red is the
dawn velocities mirrored across the x axis.
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Figure 3. The ﬁrst 500 min after each (left column) magnetopause or (right column) bow shock boundary crossing. The
value of each point above is calculated as an average of the relevant time bin across all boundary crossings in the
corresponding prenoon or postnoon sectors given in the title. The error bars give the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of
the data used to calculate the average. Green curves represent the boundaries, and the question mark portrays that we
are always unsure as to the actual distance to either boundary.

increases from right to left. The apparent dawn-dusk symmetry for ﬂows in proximity to the bow shock shows
that the ﬂow deﬁcit exists for only the magnetosheath nearest to the magnetopause.

3. Discussion
Our interpretation of the dawn-dusk asymmetry of Saturn’s magnetosheath ﬂows is summarized in Figure 4.
The region of reduced ﬂow is illustrated by the shaded region (red), showing a gradient in ﬂow deﬁcit as a
function of proximity to the magnetopause boundary. The Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices (green) highlight the
dawn-dusk asymmetry modeled by Ma et al. [2015], whereby vortices observed in the dusk sector were formed
in the subsolar region and advected duskward by corotational ﬂows in the magnetosphere. Postnoon, the
ﬂow shear is minimized and thus the KH waves no longer actively grow. The highly KH unstable dawnside
boundary, on the other hand, can mediate momentum transfer.
Intermittent reconnection associated with KH could play an important role in quantifying the role of a
viscous-like interaction; therefore, we use this concept as a starting point to discuss the dawnside momentum
transfer. An estimate of the momentum transfer process can be made by considering the ﬂux conservative
form of the momentum equation in steady state which is given by Vasyliunas [2015], i.e.,
[

]
B2
BB
𝛁 ⋅ 𝜌uu + P +
I−
=0
2𝜇o
𝜇o

(1)

If we assume that the momentum ﬂux density of the magnetosheath ﬂow is conserved in the absence of
momentum transfer from the magnetosphere, then 𝛁 ⋅ 𝜌uu = 0. For tangential momentum transfer normal to the boundary surface and the assumption of isotropic pressure, only the ﬁrst and last terms of the
steady state momentum equation can represent shear stresses through oﬀ diagonal elements. Let +t̂ be the
tangential magnetosheath ﬂow (tailward) direction and +n̂ be the direction normal to the magnetopause
boundary, pointing from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath. If the magnetosheath ﬂow is modiﬁed
(i.e., reduced) due to Maxwell shear stresses at the magnetopause boundary, then BB ≈ −Bt Bn t̂n̂ (blue lines
in Figure 4). Indeed, we can also consider the Reynolds stress, (𝜌ut un )t̂n̂ ; however, since the momentum ﬂux
due to Maxwell stresses is 2–3 times larger [Miura, 1984], we omit this contribution from our calculations.
The momentum transfer from the solar wind to the magnetosphere was investigated by Delamere and Bagenal
[2013] in terms of the limiting case where the IMF fully threads the magnetopause boundary. In this limit,
the giant magnetospheres can essentially be treated as a comet-like interaction where the solar wind is mass
loaded by the magnetospheric plasma sources. Following the Walén relation for an Alfvénic interaction, the
maximum momentum ﬂux density delivered to the magnetosphere is
Msw B2IMF
BB
≈
t̂n̂
𝜇o
𝜇o
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Figure 4. Magnetic ﬁeld lines (blue) thread the dawnside magnetopause boundary in the presence of Kelvin-Helmholtz
waves (green). The tangential and normal components of the magnetic ﬁeld across the magnetopause boundary
constitute Maxwell shear stresses, facilitating momentum transfer. The shaded area shows a gradient representing the
severity of the momentum deﬁcit.

where Msw is the solar wind Mach number and BIMF is the IMF strength. The volume integral of the steady
momentum equation can be written as a surface integral via the divergence theorem, or

∫

(𝜌ut ut )sh dat =

∫

Bt Bn
dan
𝜇o

(3)

where the subscript “sh” refers to magnetosheath quantities and where dat refers to the magnetosheath
inﬂow/outﬂow surfaces and dan is the magnetopause boundary. The ratio of tangential area to the normal
area is estimated to be at ∕an ∼ 1∕5 for an aﬀected magnetosheath width ∼ 3 RS and a distance along the
magnetopause boundary from 7 to 10 LT ∼15 RS . This area ratio estimate avoids the ﬂank/tail region where
ﬂows may not be corotational and is based on the eﬀected magnetosheath width from the data (Figure 3).
The average magnetosheath number density in this region from the numerical moments is 0.18 cm−3 . If we
assume that the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld, on average, is 0.5 nT [Jackman and Arridge, 2011] and use the
ﬂow deﬁcit from the expected value calculated from the data (Δut )sh ∼ 75 km s−1 , then we ﬁnd
(
)( )
𝜇o
at
2
𝜌(Δut )sh
(4)
∼ 0.2
an
Msw B2IMF
Thus, the momentum ﬂux deﬁcit is consistent with the solar wind transferring a signiﬁcant fraction of the
maximum possible momentum to the magnetosphere in the dayside sector. The fully draped IMF ﬁeld conﬁguration is not expected to be realized until farther downstream in the tail region, yet the momentum transfer
is found to be substantial.
BURKHOLDER ET AL.
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Alternatively, we could consider preferential mass transport from the magnetosphere, leading to a net mass
loading of the magnetosheath. In the case of KH, the 𝜌ut un term in equation (1) would be unbalanced, with
more momentum ﬂux directed from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath. For a diﬀusive transport
process like KAW, the eﬀective mass loading of the sheath could be treated with a mass loading term on
̇ ms , where Ṁ is the net mass loading rate of
the right-hand side of equation (1), such that 𝜌(Δu2 )sh at = Mu
the sheath and ums is the magnetospheric ﬂow speed (upper limit) in the Saturn/Sun reference frame. For
ums = 100 km s−1 and at = 3×4 R2S , Ṁ ∼ 1 kg s−1 . This is a small fraction of the plasma mass transport rates of
50–100 kg s−1 from Enceladus [Fleshman et al., 2013].
Finally, we conclude that our ﬁndings are consistent with the 7% dawnward shift of the magnetopause boundary discussed by Pilkington et al. [2015], who also attributed their ﬁnding to “the intrinsic asymmetry in plasma
ﬂow around the planet with respect to the direction of solar wind ﬂow.” Although the solar wind is the primary
driver of the system, magnetospheric phenomena could also contribute to the dynamics of the plasma ﬂow.
In simulations by Kivelson and Jia [2014], a system of ﬁeld-aligned currents rotating with the planet produces
modulations in ﬁeld and plasma conditions which occur at the planetary oscillation period. The asymmetry
in the shape of the magnetopause which they found in simulations was similar, albeit larger, than that found
from the data study by Pilkington et al. [2015], suggesting that internal drivers could also inﬂuence dawn/dusk
asymmetry. Fundamentally, however, the solar wind interaction must be at the root of observed dawn/dusk
asymmetries.

4. Conclusions
We summarize our ﬁndings as follows.
1. Cassini plasma data show an asymmetry of ∼75 km s−1 between the dawnside and duskside of Saturn’s
magnetosheath. We interpret this as a consequence of the ﬂow shear between the solar wind and corotational magnetosphere plasma which is maximized on the prenoon ﬂank.
2. Saturn’s interaction with the solar wind could be dominated by viscous-like processes at the magnetopause
boundary—a situation that is very diﬀerent from Earth where large-scale Dungey reconnection dominates.
3. The momentum deﬁcit in Saturn’s dawnside magnetosheath is consistent with maximum momentum
transfer via magnetic shear stresses from the solar wind.
4. The large momentum transfer to the magnetosphere suggests that local time asymmetries in magnetospheric dynamics are strongly inﬂuenced by the solar wind interaction.
5. The dawn ﬂank is subject to signiﬁcant ﬂow shears and is likely subject to ongoing Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability and related intermittent and small-scale reconnection.
6. Similar considerations are applicable to any giant magnetosphere whose corotating magnetodisc creates a sheared ﬂow with the solar wind which is asymmetric in local time, i.e., Jupiter. The hydrodynamic
conditions of this conﬁguration imply an asymmetry of the type we present here.
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